Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling
Are Having a Baby; Pregnancy
Revealed

By Sanetra Richards
Yes, you read the headline right! UsMagazine.com reveals a
source has confirmed that pregnant Eva Mendes and longtime
boyfriend Ryan Gosling are expecting a bundle of joy. The news
was verified shortly after rumors circulated around the web
about the 40-year-old actress’ seven month pregnancy. This
will be the first child for the Mendes and Gosling. In an
interview with Ellen Degeneres at the beginning of the year,
the Hitch star joked about the pregnancy rumor frenzy that was
happening: “It’s so ridiculous,” she said. “It all started
because I didn’t want to go through the scanners at the

airport. You know those X-ray scanners, which are really
creepy? They basically see you naked, right? And not only
that, but there’s a radiation aspect to it, so I always opt
out.”
What are some ways to keep your pregnancy under wraps?
Cupid’s Advice: Expecting a baby is quite exciting! You are
bringing a tiny human into the world, and there’s no feeling
that could possibly compare. For now though, you and your
partner don’t want anyone else to know your big news. Cupid
has some tips to help you hide your baby-to-be:

1. Don’t tell a soul: If you are waiting until you’re further
along in your pregnancy to break the news, your best bet is to
keep your lips sealed. You can tell a couple of close friends
and family members; however, everyone else is off limits!
Related Link: Eva Mendes Gets Giggly Over Ryan Gosling on
‘Ellen’
2. Avoid hint-dropping: You may be extremely tempted to post
cute baby-related things on your social media accounts…but
don’t! People will probably figure out what you do not want to
reveal. Remember, the ultimate goal is to keep this a secret
until you’re ready to share.
Related Link: Are You Expecting Ryan Gosling Perfection?
3. Toss the fitted clothing: Use your wardrobe to your
advantage! Maybe you have some flowy, shift dresses to wear
when out and about; opt for those instead of your tight tees
and button downs. No one will suspect a baby bump is
underneath.
How do you keep your pregnancy under wraps? Share your
suggestions below.

